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Abstract
The use ofasynchronousduty-cycling in wireless sensor

network MAC protocols is common, since it can greatly re-
duce energy consumption and requires no clock synchroniza-
tion. However, existing systems using asynchronous duty-
cycling do not efficiently support broadcast-based communi-
cation that may be used, for example, in route discovery or in
network-wide queries or information dissemination. In this
paper, we present the design and evaluation of ADB (Asyn-
chronous Duty-cycle Broadcasting), a new protocol for
efficient multihop broadcast in wireless sensor networks us-
ing asynchronous duty-cycling. ADB differs from traditional
multihop broadcast protocols that operate above the MAC
layer, in that it is integrated with the MAC layer to exploit
information only available at this layer. Rather than treating
the data transmission from a node to all of its neighbors as
the basic unit of progress for the multihop broadcast, ADB
dynamically optimizes the broadcast at the level of transmis-
sion to each individual neighbor of a node, as the neighbors
asynchronously wakeup. We evaluate ADB both through
ns-2simulations and through measurements in a testbed of
MICAz motes using TinyOS, and compare its performance
to multihop broadcast based on X-MAC and on RI-MAC.
In both evaluations, ADB substantially reduced energy
consumption, network load, and delivery latency compared
to other protocols, while achieving over 99% delivery ratio.
Categories and Subject Descriptors

C.2.2 [Computer-Communication Networks]:
Network Protocols; C.2.5 [Computer-Communication
Networks]: Local and Wide-Area Networks—Access
schemes
General Terms
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1 Introduction
Energy efficiency is important in wireless sensor

networks, since the network nodes are often battery pow-
ered and must operate for long periods of time unattended.
To reduce energy consumption,duty-cyclingis widely used
in MAC protocols for wireless sensor networks. With duty-
cycling, each node alternates between active and sleeping
states, leaving its radio powered off most of the time and
turning it on only periodically for short periods of time.

Many duty-cycling MAC protocols, such as S-MAC [22],
T-MAC [4], RMAC [5], and DW-MAC [16], assume syn-
chronized duty-cycle schedules among the sensor nodes.
This approach simplifies communication, as the transmitter
and receiver of a packet are both easily awake at the same
time, but it adds complexity and overhead for the necessary
clock synchronization. Withasynchronousduty-cycling pro-
tocols, such as B-MAC [14], WiseMAC [6], X-MAC [2],
and RI-MAC [17], the nodes instead operate asynchronously,
each on its own duty-cycle schedule. Such asynchronous
protocols are particularly attractive, as they require no syn-
chronization overhead and since this technique is used by the
default MAC protocol in TinyOS [11].

However, existing systems using asynchronous duty-
cycling do not efficiently support multihop broadcast-based
communication. Multihop broadcast is an important
network service in many sensor network applications and
may be used, for example, in route discovery or in network-
wide queries or information dissemination. Supporting
a single-hop broadcast transmission using asynchronous
duty-cycling is difficult, due to the independent wakeup
times of each of the neighbors of the node originating the
broadcast, generally requiring multiple transmissions of the
single packet from the originating node [8, 17]. The cost of
such redundant transmissions is not well taken into account
in existing broadcast protocols (e.g. [12, 13, 21]) designed
for always-on networks such as ad hoc networks. With
multihop broadcast, the problems of single-hop broadcast
are amplified, as some neighbors attempt to forward the
broadcast while the original transmitting node still attempts
to transmit it to others of its neighbors, increasing wireless
contention and the possibility of collisions.

In this paper, we present the design and evaluation
of ADB (Asynchronous Duty-cycle Broadcasting), a new
protocol for efficient multihop broadcast in wireless sen-
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sor networks using asynchronous duty-cycling. ADB is
integrated with the MAC layer to exploit information only
available at this layer. ADB takes advantage of the fact that
nodes wake up at different times to optimize the progress
of a multihop broadcast at a finer granularity. Rather than
treating transmission from a node to all of its neighbors as
a basic unit of progress for the broadcast, ADB optimizes
at the level of transmission to each neighbor individually.
As neighbors wake up at different times, a sender with
ADB uses unicast to reach each neighbor, so that the sender
accurately learns which neighbors have been reached by
the broadcast and improving reliability through the use of
Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ) as part of the unicast
transmission. The sender also updates each receiver with
information on the progress of the broadcast, helping a
node avoid redundant transmissions and allowing delegating
transmission for some neighbor to another neighbor with
better link quality to it. This approach allows a node to sleep
as early as possible and avoids transmissions over poor links,
further reducing energy consumption and delivery latency.

The contributions of this paper are as follows:
• We present the first complete MAC protocol for effi-

cient multihop broadcast in a wireless sensor network
using asynchronous duty-cycling, incorporating multi-
hop broadcast transmission and MAC-layer details in-
cluding collision avoidance and recovery and control of
radio active state.
• ADB efficiently collects and distributes information on

broadcast progress, substantially reducing redundant
transmissions, collisions, and energy consumption by
allowing a node to transmit to only a subset of neigh-
bors and to go to sleep as soon as possible.
• ADB substantially reduces delivery latency by avoid-

ing collisions and transmissions over poor links. We
prove that ADB achieves close-to-optimal delivery la-
tency with error- and collision-free links.
• We evaluate ADB both throughns-2 simulation and

through implementation in a testbed of MICAz motes
using TinyOS. Our evaluations show that ADB substan-
tially outperform multihop broadcast based on X-MAC
and on RI-MAC for power efficiency, packet delivery
latency, and delivery ratio.

We discuss related work in Section 2. Section 3 presents
the detailed design of ADB. Section 4 describes our im-
plementation of ADB in TinyOS, and Section 5 presents
an evaluation of ADB using bothns-2 simulation and our
TinyOS implementation in a testbed of MICAz motes.
Finally, in Section 6, we conclude.

2 Related Work
The goal inmultihop broadcast is for each node in a

network to receivea broadcast packet. Multihop broad-
cast has been well studied in the context of mobile wireless
ad hoc networks (e.g., [12, 13, 21]). For sensor networks,
Trickle [9] and DIP [10] are two examples of efficient dis-
semination protocols that distribute program or data items to
all nodes in a network, based on gossiping; as long as the
network is connected, these protocols achieve perfect relia-
bility. Other protocols, such as RBP [15], target multihop

broadcast for services such as routing and resource discov-
ery, needing only propagation of small messages with high
reliability and low latency. RBP extends flooding-based ap-
proaches by allowing some nodes to adaptively rebroadcast
a packet more than once based on the local density of the
network, thus greatly improving end-to-end reliability with-
out substantially increasing overhead.

ADB differs from these protocols in that it is optimized
for use withasynchronous duty-cyclingand is tightly inte-
grated with the MAC protocol in order to exploit opportu-
nities specific to asynchronous duty-cycling. In the proto-
cols above, the transmission of a broadcast from one node
to all neighbors is treated as a single, basic unit of operation.
Since the neighbors wake up at different times, this basic unit
can extend over a long time. ADB, instead, optimizes the
progress of the broadcast at the level of transmission from the
node to each neighbor individually. Optimization at such a
finer granularity avoids redundant transmissions, allows fol-
lowing hops to quickly begin forwarding the broadcast, and
enables nodes to go to sleep again as soon as possible. In
this way, ADB achieves near optimal latency, high energy
efficiency, and high delivery radio. ADB is thus efficient in
distributing small messages for services such as routing and
resource discovery when asynchronous duty-cycling is used.

To our best knowledge, the only prior work that optimizes
multihop broadcast over asynchronous duty-cycling in wire-
less sensor networks is that of Wang et al. [19, 20]. They
present a centralized algorithm, transforming the problem
into a shortest-path problem in a time-coverage graph, and
also present two similar distributed algorithms. However,
they treat the problem as a transmission scheduling prob-
lem, not as a MAC problem, and also assume that the fu-
ture wakeup schedules of 2-hop neighbors can be known in
advance. Their work thus simplifies many aspects necessary
for a complete MAC protocol. For example, they divide time
into fixed slots, assuming that the active and sleeping peri-
ods of all nodes are are integer multiples of these slots, and
that in each slot, an active node can either receive or forward
one packet only. Their evaluations are based on simulations,
but they gave no information on details such as the mecha-
nisms or overhead for learning the wakeup schedules of 2-
hop neighbors or how the wireless channel was simulated,
making their results difficult to interpret. Moreover, none
of their algorithms have been implemented and evaluated on
real hardware.

In contrast, ADB does not depend on learning the future
wakeup schedules of 2-hop neighbor nodes. ADB is also
seamlessly integrated into a complete asynchronous duty-
cycle MAC protocol, allowing it to process both unicast and
broadcast traffic efficiently in the same network. We also
evaluate ADB through detailed simulations usingns-2and
through experiments in a real implementation in a testbed of
MICAz motes using TinyOS.

Most work on asynchronous duty-cycling MAC protocols
for sensor networks has focused on theunicastproblem, and
few of these protocols have clearly defined methods even for
single-hopbroadcast or studied broadcast performance. In
single-hop broadcast, a node delivers a broadcast packet to
all of its direct neighbors; this is then often used as a build-
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Figure 1. Broadcast support in X-MAC-UPMA [8,18]. A
transmitter S repeatedly transmits copies of a broadcast
DATA packet over a duty-cycle interval, during which
each neighbor (nodesR1 and R2) wakes up at least once
and thus has an opportunity to receive the packet.

ing block for multihop broadcast when needed. B-MAC [14]
can support single-hop broadcast in the same way as it han-
dles unicast, since the preamble transmission, extended over
an entire sleep period, gives all of the transmitting node’s
neighbors a chance to detect the preamble and remain awake
for the DATA packet. X-MAC [2] substantially improves
B-MAC’s performance for unicast, but broadcast support is
not clearly discussed in that paper. This gap is filled by the
X-MAC implementation in the UPMA package [8, 18] of
TinyOS, in which a transmitter repeatedly transmits copies
of a DATA packet over a duty-cycle interval, as illustrated in
Figure 1. In the rest of this paper, we refer to this implemen-
tation of X-MAC asX-MAC-UPMA.

With X-MAC-UPMA [8, 18], a transmitter must repeat-
edly transmit the packet over an entire duty cycle, even if
all its neighbors have already received it. These repeated
transmissions unnecessarily consume energy at the transmit-
ter and delay forwarding from this node’s neighbors for a
multihop broadcast. In addition, the neighbors remain awake
even after receiving the packet the first time, further wast-
ing energy; a possible improvement would be to let a neigh-
bor go to sleep once a broadcast packet is received, but this
would require careful consideration as to when to turn a node
on again later for forwarding the broadcast. In addition, if
two transmitters, hidden to each other, transmit at the same
time, their transmissions will produce repeated collisions at
other receivers over a long period of time; after waking up,
if a node cannot receive a valid packet after a short timeout
(100 ms is the default value in X-MAC-UPMA), it will go to
sleep and thus never receive the broadcast packet.

RI-MAC is a receiver-initiated MAC protocol that works
efficiently over a wide range of traffic loads [17]. Nonethe-
less, RI-MAC was mainly designed for unicast traffic. In
order to support broadcast traffic, in our paper [17] we pro-
posed that each node either can unicast a broadcast packet
to each one of its neighbors, or can transmit the packet re-
peatedly back-to-back for a duty-cycle interval as is done in
X-MAC-UPMA. However, neither scheme is efficient, as all
neighbors of a node will try to transmit the same packet to
the node. These redundant transmissions could cause multi-
ple collisions if they happen simultaneously, which not only
consumes energy but can result in undelivered packets to
some nodes. In addition, a node has to stay awake and wait
for a long time, at least a duty-cycle interval, in broadcast-
ing a packet so that all its neighbors have a chance to receive
the packet. In this paper, we compare and show that ADB
significantly outperforms both previously proposed RI-MAC

broadcast mechanisms in terms of energy efficiency, packet
delivery latency, and delivery radio.

ADB avoids the problems faced by X-MAC-UPMA
and RI-MAC by efficiently distributing information on the
progress of each broadcast, allowing a node to go to sleep
immediately if no more neighbors need to be reached. ADB
also uses this progress information to coordinate the neigh-
bors of a node in transmitting a packet to the node, so that
collisions are significantly reduced. ADB is designed to
be integrated with a unicast MAC that does not occupy the
medium for a long time, in order to minimize delays before
forwarding a broadcast. The effort in delivering a broad-
cast packet to a neighbor is adjusted based on link quality,
rather than transmitting throughout a duty cycle as in X-
MAC-UPMA or waiting throughout a duty cycle for neigh-
bors to wake up as in RI-MAC.

3 The ADB Protocol
This section presents the design of theAsynchronous

Duty-cycle Broadcasting(ADB) protocol.

3.1 Design Motivation
It is challenging to achieve energy-efficient, low latency,

and reliable multihop broadcast over asynchronous duty-
cycling. For example, the neighbors of a transmitter wake
up asynchronously, requiring the transmitter to stay active
long enough so that each neighbor has a chance to receive the
broadcast packet, resulting in increased energy consumption.
In addition, transmission attempts over poor quality links can
significantly decrease delivery ratio and increase delivery la-
tency and energy consumption. When a transmission fails
and the intended receiver goes to sleep, if the transmitter is
to retransmit, it must wait until the receiver wakes up in next
cycle. A transmitter may also substantially delay forwarding
by other neighbors, if the transmitter occupies the medium
while waiting to reach all of its neighbors. Finally, infor-
mation about the progress of a broadcast is important for a
node to avoid redundant transmissions, but a node that has
just waken up has no up-to-date progress information; a node
cannot simply use overhearing to learn this information, as
the progress may change while the node has its radio off.

To address these challenges, we made a number of basic
decisions in designing ADB. First, since with asynchronous
duty-cycling, the neighbors of a node wake up at different
times, we chose to use unicast transmission of the DATA
packet to each neighbor as it wakes up. The acknowledg-
ment in a unicast transmission also helps a transmitter to ac-
curately learn whether a neighbor has been reached by the
broadcast and to use retransmissions to increase the reliabil-
ity of the broadcast. Second, in order to avoid the transmit-
ter occupying the wireless medium while waiting for each
neighbor to wake up, we chose to integrate ADB with a
receiver-initiated MAC protocol, RI-MAC [17], in which
each receiver announces its wakeup with abeaconpacket,
as illustrated in Figure 2. A transmitter starts DATA trans-
mission upon receiving a beacon from its intended receiver,
and then waits for an acknowledgment beacon (ACK) from
the receiver. While waiting for the beacon before the DATA,
the wireless channel is available for use by other nodes,
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Figure 2. Unicast support in RI-MAC [17]. Each node
wakes up on an independent schedule, with each wakeup
interval varying randomly between 0.5×T and 1.5×T,
for a nominal duty-cycle period of T. A node transmits a
base beacon when it wakes up, allowing a waiting sender
to transmit a DATA packet to it. Upon receiving a DATA
packet, the node transmits anacknowledgment beacon
(ACK), confirming receipt and allowing other senders to
also transmit a DATA packet to it, if needed. RI-MAC’s
collision resolution mechanisms are not shown here.

such as neighbor nodes that have already received the DATA
rebroadcasting it to their neighbors, helping to reduce de-
livery latency. By integrating with RI-MAC’s unicast sup-
port, ADB can efficiently support multihop broadcast in the
same system. Although in our presentation of ADB here,
we have integrated ADB with RI-MAC, ADB could also be
adapted for other efficient unicast MAC protocols such as
WiseMAC [6]. In order to minimize the number of redun-
dant transmissions, ADB coordinates transmissions to a node
from its neighbors by efficiently distributing information on
the progress of a broadcast together with DATA transmis-
sions. Such information also indicates quality of the wire-
less links from the neighbors to the node, helping ADB avoid
transmission attempts over poor links.

3.2 Overview of ADB Operation
Figure 3 gives an overview of the operation of ADB. In

this simple example, the network consists of three nodes,
nodesS, R1, andR2, all within transmission ranges of each
other. NodeS wants to broadcast a DATA packet to all
nodes. WhenR1wakes up, nodeStransmits the packet upon
receiving R1’s beacon in the same way as for unicast in
RI-MAC. However, ADB includes a new “footer” in DATA
frames and acknowledgment beacons (ACKs), indicating the
progress of the broadcast, including some transmissions that
are about to happen. A receiving node uses this information
to avoid unnecessary transmissions and to decide whether it
should forward the packet to a neighbor that has not received
it. In this example, the ADB footer in the DATA frame
from S informsR1 that R2 has not been reached yet by the
broadcast and that the quality of the link(S,R2) is poor.
Suppose the quality of link(R1,R2) is good (e.g., because of
the short distance). NodeR1decides to delivery the packet
to R2and indicates the good quality of(R1,R2) in the footer
of the ACK toR1. Upon receiving this ACK,S learns that it
is better forR1to transmit the packet toR2, soS“delegates”
handling ofR2 to R1. As S has no other neighbor to be
reached,S then goes to sleep immediately. WhenR2wakes
up, R1 unicasts the DATA frame toR2 in the same way,
except that the ADB footer in the DATA frame indicates
that S has received the DATA frame, allowingR2 to sleep
immediately because all neighbors ofR2have been reached.

The example above shows a number of features of ADB:
• ADB allows a node to go to sleep once all its neighbors

have been reached or been delegated to other nodes;

“R1 and R2 unreached, poor links to R1 and R2”

“S reached, R2 unreached, good link to R2”

DATAB B

B BDATADATAB B

B BDATA

R1

R2

S

S

R1

R2
S

R1

R2Network topology

ADB footer

RI-MAC beaconB

Figure 3. Overview of ADB. NodeS broadcasts a DATA
frame to node R1 and R2 via unicast transmission. The
footer in DATA and ACK beacons helpsS and R1 to de-
cide which node will deliver the DATA to R2 and helpsR2
to learn that both S and R1 have received the DATA.

• ADB attempts to avoid transmissions over poor links;
• ADB delivers a broadcast packet without occupying the

medium while waiting for each receiver to wake up, to
allow a neighbor to start rebroadcasting the packet im-
mediately; and
• ADB informs a neighbor that has just waken up on the

progress of a broadcast, to avoid unnecessary waiting
and transmissions.

The coordination among direct neighbors is opportunistic,
without relying on any network structure such as a tree or
connected dominating set, allowing ADB to be efficient in
handling broadcasts originated by any node in the network.

3.3 ADB Algorithm Details
ADB is composed of two basic components: (i)efficient

encoding of ADB control information, which helps to dis-
tribute information on the progress of a broadcast and infor-
mation for delegation decisions; and (ii) thedelegation pro-
cedure, which runs whenever a broadcast DATA packet or a
beacon with an ADB footer is received or overheard, deter-
mining which nodes the DATA packet should be forwarded
to and which nodes should be delegated. We describe each
in the sections below. A node using ADB needs knowledge
of its neighbors and the quality of the wireless link to each,
which can be provided by existing mechanisms such as the
four-bit link estimation [7] and STLE [1]. In the rest of this
paper, we denote the neighbor list of each nodev, asN(v),
and we denote the quality of the wireless link from nodev to
each neighborw asQ(v,w); in particular, the valueQ(v,w) is
the recent packet delivery ratio (PDR) over this wireless link.

3.3.1 Efficient Encoding of ADB Control Information
When a node wakes up and receives a broadcast DATA

packet, the node must decide whether or not to transmit it
to each of its neighbors. To facilitate this decision, ADB
propagates information on the progress of the broadcast and
on link qualities by embedding this information into DATA
packets and acknowledgment beacons.

In order to efficiently embed this information, each node
v includes thestatusof each of its neighbors in the footer
of DATA and ACK frames, as illustrated in Figure 3. Node
v assigns one of the following values as the status of each
neighborw: REACHED, if w has received the packet;DEL-
EGATED, if some other node is going to deliver the packet
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to w; or P(v,w), an integer representingQ(v,w), otherwise.
We refer toP(v,w) as thepriority of this link. If nodew’s
status isREACHEDor DELEGATED, v does not attempt to
transmit the packet tow. Otherwise,v attempts to transmit
the packet tow, and the quality of link(v,w) is indicated by
priority P(v,w).

ADB includes the status of all direct neighbors in the
footer of a frame to a node, rather than the status of a sub-
set of neighbors that the receiver node might be interested
in. We made this design choice for two practical reasons.
First, in an environment with many packet losses due to link
errors or collisions, overhearing any footer allows nodes to
learn about the full progress of the corresponding broadcast.
Second, having the transmitter instead include only the sta-
tuses that a receiver is interested in would add significant
processing delays for the transmitter on sensor nodes with
limited CPU resources. In particular, since a transmitter does
not in general know which neighbor will wake up next, the
transmitter could generate the appropriate footer only after
receiving the beacon from a neighbor. In order to allow a
node to go to sleep as soon as possible after transmitting a
beacon (particularly in the common case in which no packet
needs to be sent to this node after its beacon), we generate
the footer in advance and include the same status information
in the footer for all neighbors.

ADB distributes the status of neighbors using a bitmap
that is constructed based on anappend-only neighbor list:
once a nodev detects a new neighbor, it appends the neigh-
bor to theendof its neighbor listN(v). A nodev lists the
status of neighbors using a bitmap with segments of equal
length, with each segment corresponding to a node inN(v),
the set of neighbors of nodev. In order to refer to a node by
its position inN(v), N(v) is organized as an array, with the
segments arranged in the same order as the corresponding
node inN(v). In order for a recipient node to be able to de-
code this bitmap, nodev distributes the neighbor list to direct
neighbors. LetNw(v) denotew’s local view ofv’s neighbor
list. Due to packet losses caused by collisions or dynamics
of wireless channels,Nw(v) could be stale and different from
N(v). ADB ensures thatNw(v) is a prefix ofN(v), denoted
Nw(v) ⊑ N(v). With this property, even if a nodew does
not have a current copy of nodev’s neighbor list,w can still
decode the beginning portion of a received bitmap without
ambiguity. In a more dynamic network such as with mobil-
ity, we could assign a version number to each neighbor list to
avoid ambiguity, but we chose to use the append-only neigh-
bor list to efficiently handle the common case where sensor
nodes are essentially stationary. Also, a nodev will not re-
move any existing neighbor, sayw, from its neighbor list
N(v) even if nodew has moved away or has failed. Instead,
a nodevwill use the value zero forP(v,w) in its bitmap to tell
its neighbors it does not currently have a valid link to nodew.

In our implementation, each segment of a bitmap has 3
bits, which is able to represent the corresponding node sta-
tus with a value from 0 to 7. We reserve the value 7 for
REACHED, the value 6 forDELEGATED, and the value 0
to indicate an unreachable neighbor. The priority ofw at v,
P(v,w), is thus in the range of 1 to 5. We use the total link

quality estimateQ(v,w) to assign priorityP(v,w) values us-
ing the equation

P(v,w) =

{

0 if Q(v,w) < C
min(5,1+⌊Q(v,w)×5⌋)) if Q(v,w)≥C (1)

In order to avoid using very poor links, whenQ(v,w) is less
than some configurable thresholdC, P(v,w) is also set to 0.
Also, if v fails to deliver its neighbor list tow due to reasons
such as asymmetric links,P(v,w) is set to 0 directly. When
P(v,w) is 0, nodew is added to setB(v) of “bad” neighbors.
Nodev still attempts to transmit tow but v will go to sleep
if all neighbors whose priorities are greater than 0 have been
reached or delegated, regardless ofw’s status. If a DATA
packet and the corresponding ACK have been successfully
exchanged over link(v,w), Equation 1 will be used to calcu-
late status ofw, andw is removed fromB(v).

3.3.2 ADB Delegation Procedure
In designing ADB, we strove to minimize redundant

transmissions and to allow a node to sleep as early as possi-
ble. We also wanted to avoid transmissions over poor links.

ADB uses the following data structures to achieve these
goals. For a broadcast DATA packeti, nodev maintainsRdi

as the set of nodes whose status isREACHED, andDl i as the
set of nodes whose current status isDELEGATED. Initially,
bothRdi andDl i are empty. A node updates these two sets
when receiving or overhearing a frame with an ADB footer
that contains information about the progress of the broadcast.
If either set changes, ADB makes the following decisions:
• If Rdi ∪Dl i = N(v)−B(v), v can go to sleep immedi-

ately, as all neighbors are eitherREACHEDor DELE-
GATED.
• Otherwise, ifw∈ N(v)−B(v) andw < Rdi ∪Dl i , node

v transmits the DATA packet tow on receiving a beacon
from w.

Figure 4 shows the algorithmANALYZE-FOOTERused
by nodev to analyze an ADB footer that contains informa-
tion about the progress of packeti. This footer isreceived
or overheardfrom w and contains an arraySw that lists the
status ofw’s neighbors. The separateSi local array atv lists
the priority of each ofv’s neighbors with respect to packeti.
Each entrySi(u) is initially set toP(v,u). The variableNv(w)
denotes the most recent neighbor listv has received fromw.

The procedureANALYZE-FOOTERis composed of three
parts. First (lines 1–6), nodev finds common neighbors with
w that have been reached and adds each toRdi . Second (lines
7–14), ifv has not received any ADB footer regarding packet
i, then lines 9–13 are executed. If some common neighbor
u’s status isDELEGATED, some other node is about to trans-
mit to u; in order to avoid collisions, nodev also setsu’s sta-
tus toDELEGATEDby addingu to Dl i . Third (lines 15–28),
nodev andw negotiate which node is transmitting to a node
that is neitherREACHEDnorDELEGATED. Line 19 is exe-
cuted whenv does not have better link quality to a common
neighboru compared withw. Thus,v gives up transmission
to u and marksu asDELEGATED. Lines 21–25 are executed
whenv has a better link quality tou compared withw. If this
footer is from a DATA frame that is intended forv, nodev
removesu from Dl i so thatu’s status is set toP(v,u) in fu-
ture outgoing frames (e.g., the ACK to this DATA). Once
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procedure ANALYZE-FOOTER(w,Sw, i,v):

1: // find neighbors that areREACHED
2: for each vertexu∈Nv(w)∩N(v) do
3: if Sw[u] = REACHEDthen
4: Rdi ←{u}∪Rdi

5: end if
6: end for

7: if v has never received any ADB footer regardingi beforethen
8: // find neighbors that areDELEGATED
9: for each vertexu∈ N(v)∩Nv(w) do

10: if Sw[u] = DELEGATEDthen
11: Dl i ← {u}∪Dl i

12: end if
13: end for
14: end if

15: // delegation negotiation withw on unreached neighbors
16: for each vertexu∈ (N(v)−Rdi )∩Nv(w) do
17: if Sw[u] , DELEGATEDthen
18: if Si [u]≤ Sw[u] then
19: Dl i ← {u}∪Dl i

20: else
21: if Sw is from a DATA intended tov then
22: Dl i ← Dl i −{u}
23: else
24: Dl i ← Dl i ∪{u}
25: end if
26: end if
27: end if
28: end for

Figure 4. Node v analyzes an ADB footer, received
or overheard from w, containing information about the
progress of packeti. The array Sw in the footer lists the
status ofw’s neighbors. The separateSi local array lists
the status ofv’s neighbors with respect to packeti.

nodew receives the ACK, nodew will find that v has a bet-
ter link quality tou and thus give up its own transmission to
u. When the footer is from anoverheardframe, nodev sets
u’s status toDELEGATED. There are two reasons for this
design choice. First, ifv wants to transmit the packeti to u
itself, nodev would have to send a separate frame to notify
w thatv is in a better position to transmiti to u. Second, even
if v decides not to transmit packeti to u, u may still delegate
the transmission to some node that has a better link quality
to u. In order to minimize message overhead, we chose to set
u’s status toDELEGATEDatv.

Once a node starts the forwarding of packeti, the node
does not reflect any change of link status into local arraySi

until the node stops forwarding packeti, so that the node
and its neighbors make consistent decisions on the delivery
of packeti. An ACK beacon to a DATA frame might get
lost due to collisions or link errors. To make ADB robust
to such packet losses, a node continues to include in each
beacon the source address and sequence number of the most
recently received broadcast packet for some period of time.
In our implementation, this duration is set to 3 duty cycles.
For each broadcast packet, there is also a predefined deadline
beyond which a node gives up broadcasting the packet even
if any of its neighbors has not been reached or delegated.

3.3.3 Memory Requirement of ADB
In ADB, each node is required to keep a list of its direct

neighbors and their direct neighbors, hence at most a node

needsO(D2) memory space for such a list, whereD is the
maximum degree of a node in the network. In addition, since
each segment in an ADB footer of a DATA or ACK frame is
mapped from a direct neighbor of the sending node to indi-
cate the status of the node, the maximum footer size will be
D ·η , whereη is the size of each segment. In this paper, we
assume that a node has enough memory to hold the neighbor
list and that an ADB footer is large enough to distribute the
status of all direct neighbors. It is out of the scope of this
paper to handle the case in which either memory or footers
cannot hold all the information required by ADB. In our ini-
tial implementation, we setD to 16 and use 1 byte to hold a
node ID. As a result, a node reserves 272 bytes in memory
to hold the neighbor list and an ADB footer becomes 6 bytes
as each segment has 3 bits.

In practice, however, as a node only needs the status of
its direct neighbors in our delegation algorithm, less memory
space is needed for non-direct neighbors. For example, when
nodev receives the neighbor list ofw, Nv(w), only for each
common neighborx∈ N(v)∩Nv(w), nodev remembers the
offset ofx in N(v) and ignores the information on the other
nodes inNv(w). Even if information of some neighbors can-
not fit in memory or ADB footers, ADB may always attempt
to deliver a broadcast packet to the neighbors once. This ap-
proach increases the collision probability at these neighbors,
but collisions at other neighbors can still be reduced. Due
to the great redundancy in a dense network, a single node
does not have to deliver a packet to all neighbors. We leave
to future work the possibility of taking advantage of such
redundancy so that a node with ADB need only maintain in-
formation on a subset of neighbors in a very dense network.

3.4 Analysis of End-to-End Delivery Latency
To gain insight into the latency of ADB, we examine a

simplified model in which the actual transmission time of
a broadcast packet is negligible (0 time), and in which no
collisions or link errors occur; that is, if two nodes transmit
to the same node at the same time, the receiver will receive
both packets successfully. Furthermore, we assume here that
each node randomly picks a wakeup time that is independent
of other nodes’ wakeup times and of the traffic load. We
show later in this section and in our simulation evaluation in
Section 5 that our results based on this simplified model give
good insights and are close to our simulation results based
on a realistic simulation model.
Theorem 1 Under the assumptions of 0 packet-transmission
duration and error- and collision-free channels, each node
receives, for the first time, each broadcast packet in minimum
possible time using ADB.

Proof: By contradiction. Assume without loss of gen-
erality that a node 0 in a networkG = (V,E) originates a
broadcast packet in the network; call this node the source
node. Also assume that there exists at least one node that re-
ceives its broadcast packet with ADB later than it would with
some other protocol. We run an instance of both protocols,
ADB and the other protocol, and compare the time at which
each node receives the packet for the first time.

Denote the times at which nodej ∈V received the broad-
cast packet for the first time based on ADB and the other
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Figure 5. ADB achieves optimal latency under simplified
assumptions.

protocol byt j andt
′

j , respectively, as shown in Figure 5. As

t0 is equal tot
′

0, the time the broadcast packet is originated
by the source node 0 in both protocols, we replacedt

′

0 with
t0 in the figure. Assume, without loss of generality, that the
first node that received the packet with the other algorithm
before the time it would have received it with ADB, is node
k, i.e., tk > t

′

k andti ≤ t
′

i {∀i|t
′

i ≤ t
′

k}. For example, in Fig-
ure 5(a), all nodesα,β ,γ,δ , . . . , i, j received the packet with
ADB no later than the time they received the packet with the
other protocol (tα ≤ t

′

α ,tβ ≤ t
′

β , . . . t j ≤ t
′

j ).
Assume that with the other protocol, nodek received

the broadcast from nodev (possiblyv = 0). Since nodek
received the packet fromv, thent

′

v < t
′

k. Hence, based on
our assumption thatk was the first node that received the
packet with the other protocol earlier than with ADB, node
v received the packet with ADB not later than whenv got
the packet with the other protocol, i.e.,tv≤ t

′

v. Furthermore,
with ADB, a transmitter delegates a neighbor to some other
node if and only if this other node wakes up and receives the
broadcast packet prior to the wakeup time of the delegated
neighbor as shown in Figure 4. This means that with ADB,
from time tv ≤ t

′

v until nodek receives the packet, there is
always at least one ofk’s neighbors that is awake waiting for
k to wake up in order to deliver the packet (it can be eitherv
itself or some other node that has already received the packet
such as nodej). Since a node’s wakeup time is determined
independently, and since there is at least one node waiting
for k to wake up in order to deliver the packet, at timet

′

k
when k is awake, it must either have already received the
packet with ADB or it much be receiving the packet. Since
there are no collisions, the packet will be delivered to node
k successfully, which means thattk ≤ t

′

k, contradicting the
assumption that nodek received the broadcast packet with
the other protocol earlier than the node does with ADB.

Remarks: (i) The delivery times with to ADB, as shown
in the theorem, are the optimal delivery times, as a node
receives the packet as soon as it wakes up and one of its
neighbors has already received the broadcast packet. (ii) The
assumption of 0 packet transmission duration implies that
nodes do not defer due to other transmissions; in a real
system, the duration to transmit a packet is relatively small
compared to a duty-cycle interval, so the probability of two
neighboring nodes waking up within a packet transmission
is low. Although the denser the network, the more likely that
nodes will have to defer due to other transmissions, in the
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Figure 6. Interaction between ADB, RI-MAC, and the
UPMA framework in our TinyOS implementation.

worst case, a transmitter cannot start transmission even if the
intended receiver wakes up, as the transmitter is deferring
due to some other transmissions. In this case, the receiver
goes back to sleep immediately, unaware of the waiting
transmitter, resulting in a penalty in latency of one duty
cycle. (iii) ADB is not immune to collisions but can take ad-
vantage of the collision resolution mechanism of the under-
lying RI-MAC protocol, resulting in small delivery latency.

4 ADB Implementation in TinyOS
We implemented ADB under the UPMA framework [8]

of TinyOS. We tested our implementation on MICAz motes
equipped with CC2420 radios [3]; these radios are also used
in the popular TelosB motes. Figure 6 shows how the por-
tions of our ADB implementation interact with RI-MAC and
with the UPMA framework.

The ADBManagerCmodule provides most of the func-
tionality of ADB, including maintaining the neighbor list
and link qualities, encoding and decoding ADB footers,
checking whether neighbors have been reached or delegated,
and deciding whether to transmit to a neighbor that has
just woken up. This module uses theAsyncSendandAsyn-
cReceiveinterfaces to distribute and receive neighbor lists
through RI-MAC. In order to minimize processing delays of
ADB operations, we added some code to the radio core of
TinyOS, indicated byADB Adaptation Codein the figure.
This adaptation code reports bitmaps in received frames to
ADBManagerCdirectly and retrieves the most up-to-date
bitmaps for packets to be transmitted. The adaptation code
also notifiesADBManagerCof incoming beacons and ACKs
for neighbor detection and link quality estimation.

We use a reserved bit in the IEEE 802.15.4 Frame Con-
trol Field (FCF) to indicate if an ADB footer is included in
the frame, and we add to the frame’s MAC header one byte,
bitmapslength, giving the number of bytes in the ADB footer
in the frame. The footer is placed after the original data
payload of the frame and before the Frame Check Sequence
(FCS) field. Therefore, the additional number of bytes intro-
duced by ADB is(bitmapslength+1) if a footer is included.
For a beacon with an ADB footer, we include the network
layer source address and sequence number in order to iden-
tify the corresponding broadcast packet. In our experiments,
we use 1 byte for the source address and 2 bytes for the se-
quence number.
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Since ADB operations are handled by software and since
a node goes to sleep soon after its beacon transmission, one
challenge we faced in our ADB implementation islimited
time in updating the destination address and footer of a
pending DATA frame. In order to update the destination
or footer of a pending frame that is already in the CC2420
radio’s TX buffer, we discard the packet in the buffer and
load an updated frame into the buffer; although we recently
learned that the latency for this update can be reduced by
using the CC2420 [3] RAM interface to only update the des-
tination address and footer, ADB must still secure the SPI
bus before the update. All of these operations take time, and
thus ADB may not be able to start transmission before the
intended receiver has gone back to sleep.

A slight increase in the waiting time after beacon trans-
mission does not completely solve this problem. This in-
creased waiting time would allow for changing the destina-
tion to the intended receiver, at the cost of more energy con-
sumption at all nodes when there is no traffic, and may still
not give enough time to update the footer. As a node may
update the footer of a pending frame upon receiving or over-
hearing frames, the footer may need multiple updates during
a very short period of time in order to keep its information
up-to-date. If a beacon is received from an intended receiver
but the updates have not finished, we either have to wait until
the receiver wakes up next time at the cost of much larger en-
ergy consumption and delivery latency, or transmit a frame
with stale information in its footer.

Optimizing for the common case, we use a broadcast
address for all DATA frames and do not delay DATA trans-
mission due to pending updates. When a DATA frame is
received, a node returns an ACK only if it has just transmitted
a beacon and is waiting for an incoming packet. It is possible
that two nodes send their beacons at almost the same time
and both send ACKs upon receiving a DATA frame. When
these ACKs collide at a DATA transmitter, the transmitter
cannot learn of the successful delivery until it overhears
future transmissions from those nodes. However, this is rare
when using a low duty cycle. If a frame with a stale footer
is sent, ADB could have more redundant messages or even
unreached nodes. For example, nodeA transmits a DATA
to nodeB and B has better link quality to their common
neighborC. NodeB will thus indicate the good link quality
in the ACK toA. If A failed to receive this beacon, bothA
andB will transmit toC, leading to collisions. Now suppose
A has successfully received the ACK fromB and decides not
to transmit toC, but, beforeA finishes updating the footer of
the DATA, a beacon from nodeD is received. If we letA start
transmission toD immediately, with a stale footer indicating
thatA will transmit toC, nodeB will give up its transmission
to C to avoid collisions upon overhearing the transmission
from A. As a result, neitherA nor B will transmit toC. As
such scenario was very rarely observed in our experiments,
and in order to avoid the large energy consumption and
delivery latency at nodeA when nodeA waits for the next
beacon fromD, we chose to allow DATA transmission with
stale information in the footer. With future hardware support
in efficiently updating the destination address and footers,
the above limitation could be avoided.

5 Evaluation
We evaluated ADB both in detailedns-2simulations and

in a testbed running TinyOS on MICAz motes. We use simu-
lation to evaluate networks that are hard to deploy and exper-
iment with, and use the testbed in order to explore the details
not completely captured by simulation.

We compared ADB with X-MAC-UPMA rather than
the original X-MAC, since the X-MAC paper did not
explicitly explain how broadcast is supported and its
code is not available in TinyOS. We use the UPMA RE-
SEND WITHOUT CCA option in X-MAC-UPMA, so that
when a node repeatedly transmits a DATA frame to broadcast
it, only the first transmission uses backoff; otherwise, each of
these DATA transmissions would use backoff. We found that
backoffs within this sequence could often lead to unreached
nodes even in a simple chain topology, and we confirmed
this problem with the author of the TinyOS CC2420 driver.
The problem occurs because the sequence from a transmitter
could be interrupted by a neighbor’s transmissions when the
transmitter is doing backoff; if an intended receiver wakes
up during the transmitter’s backoff, the receiver cannot
detect incoming packets and thus goes to sleep immediately.
Since an improved TinyOS code to solve this problem is
under construction, we use RESENDWITHOUT CCA to
getthe best performance for X-MAC-UPMA.

As in prior work [2, 8, 17], we useeffective duty cycle,
the percentage of time a node has its radio on, in evaluating
power efficiency. When a broadcast packet has reached all
nodes in a network, we useend-to-end delayto indicate the
time between when the that packet was originated and when
the packet reaches the last node. If the packet fails to reach
all nodes in a network, the end-to-end delay value is infinity
and isnot included. In order to evaluate reliability, we mea-
sure the percentage of nodes that have been reached by each
broadcast packet, indicated bydelivery ratio.

In both the simulation and testbed evaluations, we use 1
second as the duty-cycle interval for all MAC protocols, and
randomize the initial wakeup time of each node. Data pay-
load size is always 28 bytes, the default value in the UPMA
package.

There are many schemes in the literature that estimate the
quality of wireless links, such as the four-bit link estima-
tion [7] and STLE [1]. We chose to implement a lightweight
link quality estimation mechanism that takes advantage of
the beacons used by RI-MAC. After a node is booted, it stays
awake continuously for a short period of time (10 seconds in
our evaluations), during which it counts the base beacons re-
ceived from other nodes. These beacons are used to build
neighbor lists and to estimate the quality of the link from a
neighbor to this node. In addition, the quality of the link in
the reverse direction is collected through acknowledgment
beacons from each neighbor, which embed the link quality
estimated at the neighbor based on beacons from this node.

For all protocols in our evaluations in this paper, we used
a traffic model in which the sink node periodically originates
a broadcast packet. When a broadcast packet is received by
a node, the node forwards the packet to its neighbors if this
is the first time it has received the packet.
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5.1 Simulation Evaluation
We used thens-2 network simulator to evaluate ADB’s

performance in 100 random networks, each with 50 nodes
randomly deployed in a 1000 m×1000 m area. We verified
that each of these networks is connected. In each network, a
random node is chosen as sink, which originates 100 broad-
cast packets during each run. The interval between two con-
secutive broadcast originations is 100 seconds so that all for-
warding for one packet completes before the next packet is
originated. We use the defaultns-2combined free space and
two-ray ground reflection radio channel model. We use the
same radio parameters used in RI-MAC’s evaluation [17],
reflecting the CC2420 radio used in popular MICAz and
TelosB motes.

We compared ADB with X-MAC-UPMA and with RI-
MAC in supporting the 100 network-wide broadcasts in each
random network. With X-MAC-UPMA, we considered two
versions of the protocol. First, in the standard version of
the protocol, which we refer to here asX-MAC-UPMA-1, a
transmitter of a broadcast packet transmits the packet repeat-
edly over the duration of one duty cycle. Second, as dis-
cussed in Section 2, X-MAC-UPMA could experience colli-
sions caused by transmissions from hidden nodes. In order
to compensate for the packet loss caused by these collisions,
we let each node transmit the packet overtwo duty cycles,
indicated byX-MAC-UPMA-2: the first transmission cycle
takes place in the same way as inX-MAC-UPMA-1, and the
second takes place after a randomly chosen delay, up to 5
duty-cycle intervals, following the first one.

For broadcast with RI-MAC, we chose to implement two
variants of one of the two broadcast schemes suggested in
our RI-MAC paper [17]; the other of our earlier suggested
schemes is equivalent to broadcast with X-MAC-UPMA.
In the first variant, when a node receives a new broadcast
packet, the node stays awake for 1.5× T (RI-MAC varies
duty-cycle interval between 0.5× T and 1.5× T), during
which each neighbor will generate at least one beacon. When
a beacon is received from a neighbor, the node unicasts the
packet to the neighbor and waits for an ACK correspond-
ing to this packet. If an ACK is received, the node does not
attempt to transmit the packet to the same neighbor again.
Also, if a node learns through receiving a transmission of a
broadcast packet from some neighbor that the neighbor has
received the packet, the node does to attempt to deliver the
packet to that neighbor. After staying awake for 1.5×T, the
node discards the packet and goes to sleep if the medium is
idle. This scheme is referred to asRI-MAC-1.5. The longer
a node stays awake for broadcasting a packet, the higher the
reliability, at a cost of lower energy efficiency. In order to ex-
plore such trade-offs, we increase the duration from 1.5×T
to 4.5×T and refer to this variant asRI-MAC-4.5.

With the default radio channel model ofns-2, if a receiver
is within 250 meters of a sender, packets from the sender
will be successfully received by the receiver unless there
is a collision. Results in this channel model are shown in
section 5.1.1. In a real network, in addition to collisions,
errors caused by factors such as wireless fading and inter-
ference could also cause packet losses. In order to evaluate
ADB’s robustness and efficiency with such packet losses, in

Section 5.1.2, we also study a modified channel model in
which we introduce additional packet losses.

5.1.1 Results with Default Channel Model in ns-2
Figure 7 shows our simulation results with the default

channel model inns-2. The results are shown as cumulative
distribution functions calculated based on the results from
the 100 random runs.

Energy efficiency is shown in Figure 7(a) as average
duty cycles. The average values with ADB, RI-MAC-1.5,
RI-MAC-4.5, X-MAC-UPMA-1, and X-MAC-UPMA-2 are
0.46%, 1.62%, 4.61%, 9.08%, and 21.30%, respectively.
The energy consumption of ADB is only around 28% of that
of RI-MAC-1.5, 10% of that of RI-MAC-4.5, 5% of that of
X-MAC-UPMA-1, and 2% of that of X-MAC-UPMA-2.

ADB achieves such substantial savings by allowing a
node to sleep immediately when all of its neighbors are
reached or delegated. Such optimization is not possible with
RI-MAC, as a transmitter only knowswhichneighbors have
been reached; it does not know whetherall neighbors have
been reached due to the lack of a complete neighbor list.
Moreover, the transmitter with RI-MAC attempts to send
a broadcast packet to a neighbor regardless of whether the
neighbor has received the packet or will receive a copy from
some other node. With X-MAC-UPMA, a transmitter must
continue sending a DATA packet for a whole duty-cycle in-
terval, as feedback from neighbors is unavailable. More-
over, overhearing consumes significant energy. Suppose a
node has finished broadcasting a DATA packet, and then one
neighbor starts forwarding this packet. It is likely that the
forwarding is still ongoing when this node wakes up again
for its next cycle, and thus the node will receive duplicate
copies of the DATA from the neighbor. This node could pos-
sibly use some bookkeeping to avoid receiving such dupli-
cated broadcast packets and go to sleep immediately, but this
would require careful consideration as to when to turn the
node on again later. If the transmitting neighbor has some
queued packets to this node, they cannot be delivered until
this node wakes up again.

Figure 7(b) shows the packet delivery ratios (PDRs)
achieved by these protocols. The average delivery ratios with
ADB, RI-MAC-1.5, RI-MAC-4.5, X-MAC-UPMA-1, and
X-MAC-UPMA-2 are 100%, 99.64%, 100%, 96.55%, and
99.78%, respectively. ADB always achieved 100% PDR, as
ADB footers provide information on the progress of a multi-
hop broadcast, which reduces many redundant transmissions
that could cause collisions. These collisions are not avoided
with RI-MAC. Sometimes collisions caused by transmis-
sions from multiple neighbors to a node cannot be resolved
in time and the node goes to sleep after that. When the node
wakes up again, all of its neighbors have finished their broad-
casts and gone to sleep already. This is why RI-MAC-1.5
experienced some undelivered packets. With longer wait-
ing time and thus more effort spent in delivering a broadcast
packet, RI-MAC-4.5 allows a node to receive the broadcast
packet when it wakes up again, which helped to improve
the PDR. However, this improvement comes at the cost
of much increased energy consumption, as shown in Fig-
ure 7(a). X-MAC-UPMA shows the worst PDRs, as a node
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(c) CDF of end-to-end delays.
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(d) Number of DATA frames transmitted.
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(e) Number of bytes transmitted
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Figure 7. Performance comparison in 50-node networks with default channel model in ns-2.

may miss an incoming packet due to collisions caused by
overlapping transmissions from hidden nodes, as discussed
in Section 2. By rebroadcasting each newly received broad-
cast packet over two duty cycles with random backoffs, X-
MAC-UPMA-2 improves PDRs, but also at the cost of much
more energy consumption.

Figure 7(c) shows the CDF of end-to-end delays for all
packets in the 100 runs. The average values with ADB, RI-
MAC-1.5, RI-MAC-4.5, X-MAC-UPMA-1, and X-MAC-
UPMA-2 are 3.08, 3.34, 3.39, 22.61, and 30.61 seconds, re-
spectively. ADB shows an average end-to-end latency that
is around 14% of that of X-MAC-UPMA-1, and 10% of
that of X-MAC-UPMA-2. With ADB, because a transmit-
ter occupies the wireless medium only for a small amount of
time, neighbors of this transmitter can start forwarding the
received packet immediately, whereas with X-MAC-UPMA,
the neighbors have to wait until the end of the long trans-
mitting sequence from the current transmitter. The long re-
peated transmission sequences may even block transmission
of nodes that are not direct neighbors of the current trans-
mitter when they can sense the busy medium caused by the
transmitting sequence. RI-MAC-1.5 and RI-MAC-4.5 show
only slightly larger end-to-end delays than does ADB. The
extra delays are mainly caused by collisions; as collisions
can be quickly solved by RI-MAC with ADB, the extra de-
lays are small.

Figure 7(d) shows the number of DATA frames transmit-
ted with these protocols. Due to the wide range among the re-
sults, a log scale is used for thex-axis. The average numbers
with ADB, RI-MAC-1.5, RI-MAC-4.5, X-MAC-UPMA-
1, and X-MAC-UPMA-2 are 6.19e+3, 3.48e+4, 3.62e+4,

2.61e+6, and 4.79e+6, respectively. ADB shows the light-
est network load in this set of experiments. The number of
DATA frames transmitted with ADB is only 18% of that with
RI-MAC-1.5 and 17% of that with RI-MAC-4.5, for two rea-
sons. First, delegation in ADB greatly helps in reducing re-
dundant transmissions. Second, the reduced redundancy also
helps to reduce collisions and thus the number of retransmis-
sions. There are significantly more DATA frames transmitted
with X-MAC-UPMA-1 and X-MAC-UPMA-2, as copies of
a broadcast packet must be repeatedly transmitted for 1 or 2
duty cycles, respectively, from each node.

Besides DATA frames, beacons are also transmitted with
ADB, RI-MAC-1.5, and RI-MAC-4.5. Figure 7(e) shows the
total number ofbytestransmitted by each protocol, which in-
clude all DATA and control frames. The average numbers
with ADB, RI-MAC-1.5, RI-MAC-4.5, X-MAC-UPMA-
1, and X-MAC-UPMA-2 are 6.96e+6, 8.18e+6, 8.24e+6,
1.07e+8, and 2.31e+8 bytes. ADB still shows the lightest
network load among these protocols.

5.1.2 Results with Increased Packet Losses
In a real wireless sensor network, a packet may be lost

due to errors caused by factors such as wireless fading and
interference. To evaluate the effect of such increased packet
losses, we use a simple model to introduce random losses
based on the distance between transmitter and receiver, as
longer distances will generally result in lower received sig-
nal strength and thus increased probability of loss. In these
simulations, a link with a span of 0 meters has 0% probabil-
ity of additional packet loss, and a link with a span of 250
meters has 50% probability of additional loss; these proba-
bilities refer to the random losses introduced by this modified
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channel model, beyond those caused by any collisions in the
defaultns-2channel model, for each individual transmission
(e.g., of a DATA frame or an ACK). We then use linear inter-
polation to calculate the probability of loss based on a link’s
span. The maximum communication range possible is still
250 meters, the default value inns-2. The results with this
modified channel model are shown as CDFs in Figure 8.

Figure 8(a) shows the average duty cycles. The aver-
age values with ADB, RI-MAC-1.5, RI-MAC-4.5, X-MAC-
UPMA-1, and X-MAC-UPMA-2 are 1.22%, 1.50%, 4.60%,
9.11%, and 21.29%, respectively. Compared with the results
using the defaultns-2channel model shown in Figure 7(a),
all protocols except for ADB show similar energy efficiency
because each node stays awake for essentially a fixed amount
of time regardless of channel condition. Some runs even
show smaller energy consumption between RI-MAC-1.5 and
RI-MAC-4.5, since significantly more packets fail to reach
the whole network, as shown in Figure 8(b); thus, some
nodes do not receive the packets and thus do not stay awake
to forward them. As ADB adapts to link qualities, ADB at-
tempts more retransmissions, as needed, in order to compen-
sate for increased packet losses. ADB thus consumes more
energy with this channel model than it does with the default
model, as shown in Figure 7(a). However, ADB still shows
the lowest average duty cycle among these protocols.

With increased channel packet losses, ADB still main-
tains 100% delivery ratios, as shown in Figure 8(b). Average
delivery ratios achieved by the other protocols, RI-MAC-1.5,
RI-MAC-4.5, X-MAC-UPMA-1, and X-MAC-UPMA-2 are
90.09%, 99.33%, 96.70%, and 99.78%, respectively. Deliv-
ery ratios with RI-MAC-1.5 and RI-MAC-4.5 decrease as
these protocols do not adapt to channel conditions. With
more redundancy, RI-MAC-4.5 shows much higher deliv-
ery ratios than does RI-MAC-1.5, with the trade-off that RI-
MAC-4.5 consumes more energy. Both X-MAC-UPMA-1
and X-MAC-UPMA-2 show almost the same performance
compared to the results in Figure 7(b), because of substan-
tial redundancy in their DATA transmissions. Even with in-
creased packet losses, when a DATA frame is retransmitted
repeatedly for a whole duty cycle in X-MAC-UPMA-1, a re-
ceiver is very likely to get at least one copy of the DATA; X-
MAC-UPMA-2 increases that likelihood. Therefore, broad-
cast using X-MAC-UPMA is more robust to packet losses,
but this redundancy still causes many collisions, resulting in
lower delivery ratios than with ADB.

Figure 8(c) shows the CDF of end-to-end delays for all
packets in the 100 runs. The average end-to-end delays
with ADB, RI-MAC-1.5, RI-MAC-4.5, X-MAC-UPMA-1,
and X-MAC-UPMA-2 are 8.89, 5.38, 5.99, 22.63, and 30.69
seconds, respectively. ADB, RI-MAC-1.5, and RI-MAC-4.5
show much longer end-to-end latency than with the default
channel model inns-2, since if a beacon from the intended
receiver is lost, a transmitter must wait until another bea-
con arrives in the next cycle. With substantial redundancy,
X-MAC-UPMA-1 and X-MAC-UPMA-2 show similar re-
sults to those in Figure 7(c), for the same reason discussed
above. RI-MAC-1.5 and RI-MAC-4.5 show lower end-to-
end latency than does ADB for this channel model, since we
do not include the latency for any broadcast packets that have
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Figure 9. Difference between optimal delivery latency to
each node and that with ADB.

not reached all nodes; for those packets, which occur with
RI-MAC but not with ADB, the end-to-end delay isinfinity.

Finally, Figure 8(d) shows the overhead in terms of num-
ber of DATA frames transmitted from all nodes, and Fig-
ure 8(e) shows the total number ofbytestransmitted with
each protocol. The average number of DATA transmissions
with ADB, RI-MAC-1.5, RI-MAC-4.5, X-MAC-UPMA-
1, and X-MAC-UPMA-2 are 8.20e+3, 2.73e+4, 3.65e+4,
2.61e+6, and 4.79e+6, respectively. Compared with the re-
sults in the defaultns-2channel model, more DATA frames
are transmitted with ADB, RI-MAC-1.5, and RI-MAC-4.5
due to more retransmissions. In some random runs, RI-
MAC-1.5 shows a much smaller value than its average value,
as many packets fail to reach all nodes in the network, and
thus there are fewer rebroadcasts for forwarding. The simi-
lar trend is visible for the number of bytes transmitted (Fig-
ure 8(e)). The average numbers of bytes transmitted with
ADB, RI-MAC-1.5, RI-MAC-4.5, X-MAC-UPMA-1, and
X-MAC-UPMA-2 are 7.12e+6, 7.90e+6, 8.38e+6, 1.07e+8,
and 2.31e+8, respectively.

5.1.3 Comparison to Optimal Latency
In Figure 9, we show the difference between the delivery

latency achieved by ADB and the optimal delivery latency
to each node. The optimal delivery latencies are calculated
based on the topology of a network, wakeup schedules of
each node, and origination time of each broadcast; transmis-
sion delay, link errors, and collisions are ignored in calculat-
ing the optimal latency. The latencies achieved by ADB used
are those for the 100 broadcast packets originated during one
randomly selected run for each wireless channel model de-
scribed above: the defaultns-2model (Section 5.1.1) and the
model with increased packet losses (Section 5.1.2).

With the defaultns-2 channel model, the differences
from optimal are essentially 0 for more that 80% of the
packet deliveries. For around 15% of the packet deliveries,
the latencies with ADB are slightly larger due to the delays
for ADB to resolve collisions. For the remaining 5%, the
differences increase almost uniformly between 0.5 and 1.5
seconds. These increases occur when a transmitter missed
the opportunity to deliver a packet immediately when an
intended receiver wakes up, either due to failure to receive
the beacon from the receiver or due to busy medium around
the transmitter, which stops the transmitter from transmitting
the packet in time. Once the transmitter is unable to deliver
the packet while the receiver is still awake, the transmitter
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Figure 8. Performance comparison in 50-node networks with increased packet losses in ns-2.

must wait until the receiver wakes up for the next cycle.
The next wakeup time is a uniform distribution between 0.5
and 1.5 seconds, which matches well with the distribution
of the large differences at the top of the figure. When using
the channel model with increased packet losses, delivery
latencies are larger due to the greater number of lost beacons
and DATA frame transmissions.

5.2 Experimental TinyOS Evaluation on
MICAz Motes

To explore hardware-dependent issues and details not
completely captured in simulation, we implemented ADB
in TinyOS, as described in Section 4, and evaluated it on
MICAz motes in a clique network and in a random network.
Our ADB implementation uses the UPMA framework [8,18]
in TinyOS, integrated with the RI-MAC unicast module [17].
We compared ADB against X-MAC-UPMA, for which the
code is available in the UPMA package in TinyOS. The
configuration of payload size and duty-cycle interval are the
same as those in our simulations presented in Section 5.1.

In each experiment here, no DATA packets are originated
for the first 2 minutes, during which time ADB collects and
distributes information for the neighbor lists. To facilitate
later trace analysis, clock synchronization among nodes is
also done during this time; this synchronization is not used
by the protocols. As all the operations during the first 2 min-
utes occur only once and are protocol-dependent, we do not
count energy consumption and message overhead during this
time. After this initialization, the sink node periodically orig-
inates a broadcast DATA packet, for a total of 75 originated
broadcast packets.

Table 1: Performance comparison in a 5-node
TinyOS MICAz clique network

X-MAC-UPMA ADB
Average duty cycle (%) 53.47 3.36
Delivery ratio 100 100
Average latency (s) 0.53 0.60
Message overhead (bytes) 2,875,125 65,586
DATAs transmitted 70,125 300
ACK beacons transmitted – 302
Other beacons transmitted – 3,332

5.2.1 Results in a Clique Network
We first present the experimental results for a clique

network of 5 TinyOS MICAz nodes, in which all nodes are
placed close to each other. We randomly chose one node as
sink, which originates a broadcast packet every 10 seconds.
This interval is large enough to ensure that a new broadcast
packet is originated only after all transmissions of the previ-
ous broadcast packet have finished.

The measured performance for X-MAC-UPMA and ADB
in this clique network is shown in Table 1. The average duty
cycle with ADB is only 6.2% of that with X-MAC-UPMA,
since a node with ADB goes to sleep immediately once all its
neighbors are either reached or delegated for a given broad-
cast, but X-MAC-UPMA must repeatedly transmit the DATA
over an entire duty cycle. Both ADB and X-MAC-UPMA
achieve 100% PDR, but ADB uses much less energy. The av-
erage delivery latencies with both X-MAC-UPMA and ADB
are about half a duty-cycle interval, as nodes wake up asyn-
chronously. ADB shows slightly larger latency, mainly due
to the difference in generated random numbers that deter-
mine the wakeup schedules of each node.
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Figure 10. Topology of a 10-node random TinyOS
MIC Az network deployed in an apartment.

As a node with X-MAC-UPMA repeatedly transmits
copies of a DATA packet for an entire duty-cycle interval,
many more frames are transmitted over the air compared
with ADB. The number of bytes transmitted with ADB
is only 2.3% of that with X-MAC-UPMA, substantially re-
ducing channel contention and leaving additional capacity
for traffic from other nodes, if needed. There are 300 total
DATA frame transmissions with ADB, translating to exactly
4 DATA frame transmissions (one to each non-sink node)
per originated broadcast packet. This result shows that ADB
efficiently avoids redundant transmissions.

The total number of ACKs is 302 rather than 300 be-
cause, following 2 different DATA transmissions, two nodes
returned an ACK rather than just one node. As discussed
in Section 4, we use a broadcast destination address for all
DATA transmissions. Infrequently, a node may mistakenly
believe the DATA was intended for it and return an ACK in
addition to the ACK from the intended receiver, causing a
collision. Such a collision is not very harmful, as the re-
ceiver has received the DATA and the following beacon or a
frame with an ADB footer from that receiver will notify the
transmitter of this.

5.2.2 Results in a Random Network
Finally, we also evaluated ADB in a multihop random

TinyOS MICAz network of 10 nodes deployed in an apart-
ment, as show in Figure 10. Each node is placed below a wall
power outlet, in order imitate (for example) a simple sensor
network deployment for monitoring energy consumption of
household appliances. Node 1 is the sink and generates one
broadcast packet every 20 seconds. This interval is twice the
interval used for the clique network above, as the number
of nodes is doubled. In this way, we help to ensure that the
transmissions for one broadcast packet have finished before
another broadcast packet is originated.

The measured performance of X-MAC-UPMA and ADB
in this network is shown in Table 2 and Table 3. The average
duty cycle with ADB is about 10% of that with X-MAC-
UPMA. The large energy consumption with X-MAC-UPMA
is mainly due to overhearing. The average duty cycles at all
nodes with X-MAC-UPMA are above 22% (Table 3). Nodes
1, 2, and 3 show slightly lower energy consumption, as they
are at one side of the network that has lower density, and thus
they overhear fewer redundant transmissions.

Table 2: Performance comparison in the
10-node TinyOS MICAz network

X-MAC-UPMA ADB
Average duty cycle (%) 27.00 2.77
Delivery ratio 99.47 99.47
Average latency (s) 0.71 0.64

Table 3: Average duty-cycle percentage of each node
in the 10-node TinyOS MICAz network

Node ID 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
X-MAC-UPMA 22.8 25.8 25.5 28.2 24.9 26.9 28.2 29.3 29.6 28.8
ADB 7.2 4.8 2.5 1.9 3.6 1.5 1.7 1.1 2.0 1.4

Unlike the results in the clique network in Section 5.2.1,
ADB here achieves a lower average delivery latency than
with X-MAC-UPMA; each node with X-MAC-UPMA oc-
cupies the medium for an entire duty cycle, introducing a
large delay before any neighbor can begin forwarding the
packet; in particular, transmitting a packet overh hops thus
requiresat least hduty cycles. The improvement in latency
with ADB over X-MAC-UPMA, however, is not as signif-
icant as in our simulation evaluation in Section 5.1, mainly
due to the different network size. With X-MAC-UPMA, the
sink node in the TinyOS network directly delivered 19 out
of 75 broadcasts to all nodes in the network, and 47 of the
rest broadcasts reached all nodes in 2 hops; thus, the delay in
forwarding at intermediate nodes did not add significantly to
the delivery latency. With the larger network used in our
simulations, more forwarding hops, and thus more delay,
were required, increasing the difference between the ADB
and X-MAC-UPMA results in our simulations. In addition,
in the default radio channel model inns-2, if a node is be-
yond a predefined transmission range of a sender, the node
can never receive a packet transmitted by that sender. In the
real network in our TinyOS experiments, however, no strict
cut-off like this exists; with the repeated transmissions over
a duty cycle made by X-MAC-UPMA, it possible to deliver
some packets even over very long wireless links, resulting in
a network with smaller effective diameter than a simulated
network with the same topology.

Both X-MAC-UPMA and ADB achieved a high packet
delivery ratio of 99.47%. X-MAC-UPMA was able to main-
tain a high delivery ratio since in this small network, it is un-
likely to have transmissions from hidden nodes, avoiding the
problems from collisions we observed in the larger networks
in our simulations. Unlike in our simulations where ADB
always achieved 100% delivery radio, a few packets failed to
reach all nodes in our experiments. This is due to the design
choice we made in our TinyOS implementation that allows a
footer with stale information to be transmitted. We made this
choice to reduce delivery latency and energy consumption
as discussed in Section 4. In simulations, we assume ADB
footers are updated with no delay; with hardware support for
quickly updating the destination address and ADB footers,
the above problems should be eliminated in an implemen-
tation. Even with these limitations, ADB still achieves the
same delivery radio as with X-MAC-UPMA with much less
energy consumption.
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6 Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented the design and evalua-

tion of the Asynchronous Duty-cycle Broadcasting(ADB)
protocol, which efficiently supports multihop broadcast in
wireless sensor networks using asynchronous duty-cycling.
ADB optimizes the progress of a broadcast at the level of
transmission from a node to each of its neighbors individu-
ally. Information about the progress is efficiently distributed,
based on which ADB uses delegation to avoid redundant
transmissions and transmissions over poor links. Compared
to RI-MAC and X-MAC-UPMA, in our evaluation of ADB
in ns-2 simulations in 100 random networks, ADB shows
much higher energy efficiency, 100% delivery ratio, and the
lowest network load. We also implemented ADB in TinyOS
on a testbed of MICAz motes and evaluated it in a clique
network and a multihop random network. Compared to a
TinyOS implementation of X-MAC-UPMA, ADB shows
much higher energy efficiency and significantly reduces
network load, while maintaining low delivery latency and
over 99% packet delivery ratio.
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